The Message Passing Interface (MPI) includes nonblocking collective operations that support additional overlap between computation and communication. These new operations enable complex data movement between large numbers of processes. However, their asynchronous behavior hides and complicates the detection of defects in their use. We highlight a lack of correctness tool support for these operations and extend the MUST runtime MPI correctness tool to alleviate this complexity. We introduce a classification to summarize the types of correctness analyses that are applicable to MPI's nonblocking collectives. We identify complex wait-for dependencies in deadlock situations and incorrect use of communication buffers as the most challenging types of usage errors. We devise, demonstrate, and evaluate the applicability of correctness analyses for these errors. A scalable analysis mechanism allows our runtime approach to scale with the application. Benchmark measurements highlight the scalability and applicability of our approach at up to 4,096 application processes and with low overhead.
INTRODUCTION
The Message Passing Interface (MPI) [6] is a de-facto standard for distributed memory programming on high performance computing systems. It provides point-to-point operations that exchange messages between pairs of processes, as well as collective operations that exchange messages between groups of processes. MPI provides nonblocking versions of its point-to-point operations, which allow an apPermission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. plication to initiate a communication and to complete-or query for completion-at a later point in time. This functionality targets an increased overlap of computation and communication. MPI version 3.0 [6] extended this concept to collective communication operations to provide similar capabilities for both point-to-point and collective operations. Figure 1 (a) illustrates a simplified example for an MPI collective communication. Each participating process of the MPI_Reduce operation sends data that MPI combines with a specified reduction operation, e.g., finding the minimum across the processes. The root argument specifies the process that will hold the result of the operation. When processes issue a collective, the MPI implementation can block them until the result of the operation becomes available. The nonblocking alternative MPI_Ireduce- Figure 1 (b)-lets processes overlap communication or computation during the collective. An output request argument of MPI_Ireduce provides a handle to the initiated collective and a call to a completion operation, such as MPI_Wait, completes the collective. MPI collective communication operations involve a large number of arguments to specify the involved MPI processes, the payload of the exchange, and the structure of the communication. Erroneous arguments can render a program faulty and can cause an incorrect result, crash, or deadlock. Figure 2 : Summary of the types of usage errors that apply to nonblocking collectives. Error classes that did not occur for regular collectives are highlighted.
In the worst case, errors may not manifest into visibly abnormal behavior and thus silently corrupt application results. All MPI usage errors that apply to regular MPI collectives also apply to nonblocking collectives. However, the asynchronous behavior of the collectives enables new types of usage errors. Correctness tools support application developers in the detection and removal of MPI usage errors. These tools use different methodologies and analysis techniques, our evaluation highlights a lack of support for MPI nonblocking collectives in existing runtime tools. To overcome this limitation we extend the runtime tool MUST [2] . Our contributions include:
• Extensions of existing correctness checks to support nonblocking collectives,
• An extension to MUST's deadlock detection scheme to support the complex dependencies that arise with nonblocking collectives, and
• A performance study with synthetic applications at up to 4,096 application processes.
Section 2 presents related work and Section 3 classifies the MPI usage errors that apply to nonblocking collectives. Afterwards, we present how we extend correctness analyses that involve information from individual MPI processes in Section 4. As to keep tool overhead low and in order to provide a tool that can scale with the target application, Section 5 considers a distributed approach for correctness analyses with input information from multiple MPI processes. The use of nonblocking collectives can create complex deadlocks that challenge deadlock detection and visualization. We describe how we extend MUST's graph-based approach to detect and visualize deadlocks in Section 6. In order to evaluate the scalability and applicability of our approach, Section 8 then evaluates the runtime overheads that our correctness analysis incurs.
RELATED WORK
Approaches to detect usage errors of MPI collectives often employ a runtime approach. Exceptions include MPISpin [12] and TASS [13] , which employ model checking and symbolic verification respectively. MPI/SX [14] , MPICH-Coll [1] (a library of the MPICH MPI implementation), as well as the Intel Trace Analyzer and Collector [7] (ITAC) use an injection approach to enable runtime correctness analysis of MPI collectives. They observe MPI collectives and inject further collectives prior to the execution of the intercepted one. The additional collectives handle consistency as well as datatype matching analysis. PARCOACH [10] combines static analysis with this injection approach. It avoids runtime analysis in cases where static analysis suffices. While efficient and straightforward to realize, the injection approach provides no deadlock detection capabilities. ITAC uses a timeout-based approach as a result, which can report false positives.
Umpire [16] , ISP [15] , and MUST [2] employ an offloading approach that handles correctness analysis on additional tool-owned processes or threads. ISP handles collective operations on a centralized process/thread, which limits scalability. We extend MUST, which is itself an extension of Umpire, to provide distributed correctness analysis.
USAGE ERRORS
MPI usage errors for nonblocking collectives fall into two categories:
• Local errors that involve information from a single MPI process only, and
• Non-local errors that can involve information from multiple MPI processes.
From a tool perspective this distinction is important since the implementation and handling of non-local errors involves tool-internal communication. Poor communication or inefficient load balancing for non-local errors can limit the scalability of a tool. Thus, rendering the tool inapplicable at increased scale, i.e., it may not be applicable when an error manifests with a target application. Figure 2 summarizes a classification of the usage errors that apply to nonblocking collectives. It specializes existing classifications [5, 11] .
Local Errors
Local errors involve individual arguments or groups of arguments that the application passes to an MPI call. The MPI standard defines several restrictions for these arguments. They range from simple restrictions like an integer value that has to be within a specific range, e.g., an identifier for an MPI process, to more complex restrictions that involve array arguments or user-defined MPI resources, e.g., the payload specification of a communication operation (given as a datatype and count pair) must be compatible with the given communication buffer.
All checks that consider these specifications for regular MPI collectives, apply identically to nonblocking collectives. Thus, in Figure 2 , we did not include the wide range of correctness analyses that handle basic argument checks. However, nonblocking collectives use an extra output argument to provide the request argument, which identifies the initiated communication. Figure 3 (a) illustrates an MPI usage error with this extra argument, where the application fails to provide the necessary storage for the request handle, i.e., it passes a null pointer as storage. This addition identifies the first new type of usage errors for nonblocking collectives. MPI requires that no write access touches any part of a communication buffer that is used to send data, as well as that neither read nor write accesses touch any part of a communication buffer that is used to receive data. A correctness tool should detect any violating read or write access to a communication buffer. Nonblocking collectives span a time duration between their initiation, e.g., MPI_Ireduce, till their completion, e.g., MPI_Wait. To support nonblocking collectives, a tool must correctly consider memory accesses within this full time span, rather than just the moment when the collective is initiated. Figure 3 (b) illustrates an incorrect access to the communication buffer of a nonblocking collective. The example uses buf1 both as a send buffer in MPI_Ireduce, as well as a receive buffer in MPI_Irecv, while the nonblocking collective is not completed yet. The outcome of such concurrent buffer usage is undefined. In MUST we focus on communication buffer overlap checks that we extend for nonblocking collectives in Section 4.
Non-Local Errors
Collective operations include a communicator argument to identify the group of participating processes. MPI matches collective operations that use the same communicator based on their issuing order. Two types of MPI rules apply for matching operations:
• Datatype matching rules, and
• Consistency rules.
MPI associates datatypes with each communication and requires matching operations to use compatible datatypes. Correctness analysis for this restriction is identical for both regular and nonblocking collectives.
Consistency rules in MPI require that arguments of matching collective operations adhere to specific usage restrictions, e.g., all individual operations of an MPI_Reduce must use the same reduction operation, e.g., to determine a minimum. These consistency rules are similar between nonblocking and regular collectives with one extension: Matching operations of a collective must either all be regular or nonblocking. Thus, the example in Figure 3 (c) is incorrect and exhibits undefined behavior. We consider this situation as a likely usage error when application developers start to adopt nonblocking collectives. We summarize how MUST handles non-local correctness analysis for collectives and how we extend it for nonblocking operations in Section 5.
Finally, the use of collective communication operations can cause deadlock. Regular collectives can block a process until all partner processes issue a matching operation. By design, nonblocking collectives do not impose any synchronization between ranks. Thus, the initiation calls of nonblocking collectives cannot cause deadlock themselves. However, to complete a nonblocking collective, the request handle that MPI returns during the initiation of the collectives must be passed to a completion operation, e.g., MPI_Wait. Completions then exhibit the same synchronization requirements as the regular versions of the collectives.
More versatile completion operations of MPI accept arrays of requests and can wait for the completion of all or of some of the associated communications. With nonblocking collectives, this enables novel synchronization dependencies. The example in Figure 3 (d) presents a potential deadlock. The MPI_Recv operation on process 0 must wait for a matching send operation from process 1. With a strict MPI implementation 1 , when process 1 enters MPI_Wait, it must wait for a matching call to MPI_Ireduce from process 0. Thus processes 0 and 1 will wait indefinitely for each other, i.e., they deadlock. We extend the deadlock detection and visualization capabilities in MUST to support such deadlock situations (Section 6).
BUFFER OVERLAPS
Nonblocking collectives use their communication buffers over a timespan that starts with their initiation and that ends with their completion. MUST tracks communication buffers of any active MPI operation. This tracking allows us to detect overlapping communication buffer, assuming that at least one operation writes into the buffer. Datatype and count arguments describe communication buffers in MPI. These buffers can be non-contiguous. Thus, we use stride expressions to track memory regions that are in use as a communication buffer [8] . Our existing handling for regular collectives first computes stride expressions for them and then runs a comparison against the stride expressions of all active communications. If an overlap (with at least one write access) exists, we report an MPI usage error. To extend MUST for nonblocking collectives we alter the handling of these operations as follows:
1. We create stride expressions for the communication buffers of the collective, 2. Then test for overlaps and report them if either buffer is used to write data, and 3. Then add the stride expressions to our tracking, associating them with the communication request of the collective.
When we observe a completion call of MPI that completes a nonblocking collective: We use its communication request to retrieve the stride expressions for that collective and remove it from our tracking. With this handling we can detect all overlapping communication buffers, irrespective of whether they involve point-to-point (regular or nonblocking) or collective communications (regular and nonblocking). This includes support for the example usage error in Figure 3(b) .
NON-LOCAL ANALYSIS
Non-local correctness analysis allows us to detect MPI usage errors such as the mismatch between regular and nonblocking collectives in the example of Figure 3 (c). An analysis that communicates information on all collective operations to a single process creates a scalability bottleneck. Thus, an efficient analysis must distribute the workload of the correctness analyses to avoid such a bottleneck. The datatype and consistency checks that apply to collectives are almost exclusively transitive. That is, it is sufficient to stepwise compare pairs of collective operations against each other (from distinct processes).
To provide a scalable and distributed comparison scheme, MUST uses a Tree-Based Overlay Network (TBON) to efficiently distribute the necessary comparisons between collective operations [3] . Figure 4 (a) illustrates a binary TBON for four application processes 0-3. The example uses three additional tool owned processes to offload the correctness analysis, two in the intermediate hierarchy layer, and one as the root of the TBON. The TBON forwards information on all collective operations towards the root of the TBON to analyze them for correctness.
With our offloading scheme, we run our correctness analysis asynchronously and do not impose any additional synchronization on the MPI processes. Thus, we can directly apply this scheme to nonblocking collectives. The inconsistencies and datatype matching rules for both regular and nonblocking collectives are identical and require no additional consideration for MUST. To highlight cases where a programmer attempts to mix blocking and nonblocking collective operations as in Figure 3 (c), we added an additional consistency check to MUST.
DEADLOCK DETECTION
MUST detects deadlock during the runtime of an application with the following steps:
(I) It observes all MPI operations that are relevant for deadlock (collectives, point-to-point, and completions), (II) A transition system activates the individual operations of the processes step by step [2] , (III) Synchronization messages within the distributed transition system ensure that we activate a new operation only if its predecessor operation could complete with the currently active operations, (IV) A final state of the transition system that did not activate all operations indicates deadlock, (V) We construct a wait-for graph to highlight dependencies for such a state and to restrict output to processes that are part of the deadlock.
Our goal is a runtime deadlock detection that analyzes the observed execution, i.e., we do not investigate alternative executions that could result from nondeterminism in message matching or from other sources. As a consequence, MUST is able to provide deadlock detection at scale.
Transition System
We extend MUST to observe nonblocking collectives to support step (I). In steps (II)-(IV) nonblocking collective operations require close to no additional consideration, since they do not block themselves, i.e., they wait for no other processes to activate a matching operation. MPI completion operations, e.g., MPI_Wait, can wait for the completion of one or of multiple nonblocking collectives. We illustrate this situation with the deadlock from Figure 3(d) . MUST observes the MPI operation MPI_Recv on process 0, and on all other processes we observe the operation MPI_Ireduce followed by MPI_Wait. MUST's transition system starts by activating the first operation of each process, i.e., MPI_Recv on process 0 and MPI_Ireduce on all other processes. On process 0, the transition system cannot activate a new operation, since no matching send operation was activated in the current execution state. However, the transition system can advance the state of all other processes to the next operation, since MPI_Ireduce imposes no synchronization. Thus, we can advance to an execution state where process 0 activated MPI_Recv and all other processes activated both MPI_Ireduce and MPI_Wait. To consider whether a process that is active in MPI_Wait can advance to the next operation, we have to evaluate whether all processes activated MPI_Ireduce, which is not the case, since process 0 did not activate such an operation.
For each collective, MUST uses communication within its TBON to determine whether all processes activated their participating operation. MUST distributes the execution of its transition system across all nodes of the first layer of tool-owned processes. For regular collective operations, we use a collective-ready query that the first tool layer forwards towards the TBON root. The root then broadcasts an acknowledge reply. When the root receives the last collectiveready for a collective, it broadcasts the acknowledge event to let all distributed instances of our transition system know that the collective was activated by all participants. The transition system then advances to the next operation.
For completions with nonblocking collectives we reuse this scheme as part of step (III). The difference is that multiple collective-ready communications can be pending at a time. Thus, we extend MUST to allow multiple ongoing waves of collective-ready events. Each nonblocking collective uses one such wave and the acknowledge must carry an identifier to specify the nonblocking collective to which they apply.
In the above example, the root will not provide an acknowledge event since process 0 does not activate its participating MPI_Ireduce operation, i.e., a collective-ready event is missing. Thus, the transition system cannot advance to a subsequent execution state.
MPI provides different types of completion operations that can wait for nonblocking collectives. We handle them as follows:
• Any test completion, e.g., MPI_Test: these operations never block and can immediately advance to a subsequent operation 2 ,
• A blocking all completion (MPI_Wait and MPI_Waitall) waiting for nonblocking collectives c1, c2, . . . , c k can advance if we received an acknowledge event for all ci (1 ≤ i ≤ k), and
• A blocking completion that waits for any nonblocking collective in c1, c2, . . . , c k to complete (MPI_Waitany and MPI_Waitsome) can advance if we received an acknowledge event for any ci (1 ≤ i ≤ k).
We combine this scheme with our existing scheme for pointto-point operations in order to support completions that mix communication requests for point-to-point and collective operations. For a correct collective as in the example of Figure 1(b) , the non-local correctness analysis of the previous section, in 2 We only monitor these operations to retrieve information on which communication requests the MPI implementation chooses to complete. 
MPI_Waitany (2 , requests ); 7 } 8 else 9 { 10 MPI_Recv ( from =0) ; 11 } Figure 6 : Multi-completions like MPI_Waitany can combine wait-for dependencies from multiple nonblocking collectives.
combination with our deadlock detection, creates the tool internal communication pattern from Figure 4 (b). Each TBON node forwards two events: One that carries information on the arguments of the nonblocking collective operation for consistency/datatype analysis; And one event that provides the collective-ready information for our distributed transition system. The root of the TBON then provides the acknowledge broadcast. Consequentially, correctness analysis of collectives with deadlock detection adds an extra communication cost. The transition system instances may have to wait for an acknowledge event before they can activate a subsequent operation. We detail the consequences of this synchronization overhead in Section 8.
Wait-For Graphs
We construct Wait-For Graphs (WFGs) in step (V) to support the user with deadlock visualization. The state of our transition system forms the input of this construction. The graph represents processes as nodes and wait-for dependencies of the processes as arcs. A process has wait-for dependencies in the WFG if no transition system rule can advance the current operation of the process. The operation type then determines whether the process waits for a single other process, e.g., an MPI_Ssend, or for multiple processes, e.g., an MPI_Barrier. Figure 5 presents the WFG that we construct for the deadlocking execution state of the example in Figure 3(d) . We label nodes with a process number followed by their active MPI operation, e.g., "0: MPI_Recv" to indicate that process 0 waits in an MPI_Recv operation. The figure uses three MPI processes of which ranks 1 and 2 deadlock in the MPI_Wait operation. These operations wait for the completion of the MPI_Ireduce collective, as we illustrate with the labels above these arcs 3 . Since process 0 cannot issue its MPI_Ireduce operation, processes 1 and 2 wait for process 0. In this setting, where each process waits for exactly one other process, a cycle is a necessary and sufficient deadlock criterion. Figure 5 highlights the cycle that indicates deadlock in the example. Particularly, this visualization allows us to pinpoint the deadlock to processes 0 and 1. This property supports debugging of scaled applications, since we can restrict deadlock output to responsible processes. Figure 6 illustrates a deadlock that involves an MPI completion that waits for multiple nonblocking collectives. This situation creates complex wait-for dependencies. MUST's existing graph construction relies on an important property of MPI: If a process waits for other processes, it either waits for all of them or for any of them to meet some waited-for criterion. We use this property to derive readable WFGs that use two types or arcs, which are AND semantic arcs that represent the waits-for-all case and OR semantic arcs that represent the waits-for-any case. Process 0 in the situation from Figure 6 combines both an OR semantic (for the MPI_Waitany) and an AND semantic (for the individual nonblocking collectives to complete). This wait-for situation does not translates into the WFG type that MUST uses. Thus, we extend our graph construction to use additional nodes for MPI completion operations that wait for multiple requests:
• If process i waits in an MPI_Waitsome, MPI_Waitany, or
MPI_Waitall operation with active nonblocking communications c1, c2, . . . , c k then we add a new node ic l to the WFG for all 1 ≤ l ≤ k,
• Node i waits for these new nodes as follows:
-For MPI_Waitsome or MPI_Waitany, node i waits with OR semantic for all additional nodes ic l .
-For MPI_Waitall, node i waits with AND semantic for all additional nodes ic l .
• The wait-for dependencies for operations c l are then applied to the additional nodes ic l instead.
The above construction rule creates one additional graph node for each active nonblocking operation that is used in an MPI multi-completion. For the example application from Figure 6 , which lets process 0 execute MPI_Waitany applied 3 MUST includes additional information on the communicators in use, as well as tags for point-to-point operations. Figure 6 we construct a wait-for graph with sub nodes to highlight all active operations.
MPI_Send ( to =0) ; 6 MPI_Wait ( request ); to two nonblocking completions, we use two additional nodes that we highlight with a hexagon shape in Figure 7 . The node for process 0 waits for these additional nodes and uses OR semantic (dashed arcs). Finally, our construction applies the dependencies of the individual nonblocking collectives-MPI_Ireduce and MPI_Ibarrier-to their individual sub-nodes. The above construction rule efficiently constructs a WFG for nonblocking collectives. Additionally, we see an increase in readability due to the additional nodes, since they highlight the state of the individual nonblocking collectives. The arc labels ("request[i]") further help to identify the source of a problem in the source code. The WFG in Figure 7 indicates deadlock. While the deadlock criterion that we use for a mix of AND and OR semantic is more complex than a cycle, we can automatically detect and visualize it [2] . The visualization can highlight deadlocked processes, as well as individual sub-operations that cause deadlock. MUST restricts visualization to only include such operations, which would be all nodes in the example.
CURRENT TOOL SUPPORT
For nonblocking collectives, Table 1 evaluates tool support for state-of-the-art MPI correctness tools. We select ITAC [7] The evaluation highlights that neither ISP nor the original version of MUST provide any support for nonblocking collectives. Our experiments suggest that ITAC maps its existing correctness analysis capabilities for blocking collectives onto nonblocking collectives. However, it fails to detect the invalid request argument from Figure 3 (Figure 3(a) ) Overlapping buffers
Defect not ✓ ✕ ✕ ✓ (Figure 3(b) ) visible Collective mismatch Hangs ✓ ✕ ✕ ✓ (Figure 3(c) ) Potential deadlock
Defect not -✕ ✕ ✓ (Figure 3(d) ) visible Table 1 : Correctness analysis support for nonblocking collectives. and 3(c) respectively. For the deadlock example in Figure 3(d) , the application hangs and after a timeout ITAC reports the operations that it suspects faulty. However, the output incorrectly highlights the MPI_Ireduce operation of process 1 as part of the deadlock. This operation cannot cause deadlock and suggests a shortcoming in ITAC. To investigate this issue more closely, we corrected the deadlock example and used the corrected version in Figure 8 with ITAC. This example is free of deadlock, but it uses the property that MPI_Ireduce does not impose any synchronization. However, ITAC incorrectly reports a deadlock for this example and identifies MPI_Ireduce as part of this deadlock. We assume that ITAC directly maps its injection mechanism for blocking collectives onto nonblocking collectives. Its additional collectives serve for correctness analysis. From our experiments we conclude that these additional collectives incorrectly enforce synchronization. We assume that ITAC uses this synchronization to ensure that its correctness analysis completes before a potential application crash. However, this handling is not applicable to nonblocking collectives. Thus, while ITAC provides correctness capabilities for nonblocking collectives, they appear to only be applicable to applications in which nonblocking collectives could safely be replaced with their blocking counterparts. This assumption is inconsistent with use cases that motivated their inclusion in the standard. With our contributed extensions we can correctly handle all example in Table 1 .
EVALUATION
As to test our extended version of MUST for correct behavior, we add tests with nonblocking collectives to MUST's suite of synthetic MPI applications. With the test cases we verify correct behavior for all new error classes from Figure 2. We neither observe false positives nor false negatives.
Since MUST operates during application runtime, it imposes a runtime overhead. Our goal is to, first, keep this overhead as low as possible, and second, to avoid situations in which MUST's overhead increases with application scale. As to evaluate this behavior at scale and to measure runtime overheads of our extended correctness analyses, we perform an application study on the Sierra cluster at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. This Linux-based system consists of 1,944 nodes with two 6 core Xeon 5660 processors each. Nodes have 24 GB of available main memory and are connected with QDR InfiniBand. We use synthetic stress tests and the existing benchmark suite NBCbench [4] to evaluate the runtime impact of our correctness analysis.
We use the construct in Figure 9 to evaluate how our implementation behaves for a stress test that only issues nonblocking communication operations and their respective completions. We use this construct rather than the OSU micro benchmarks 4 or NBCbench, since we adapt the timing measurement to exclude initialization and finalization times of MPI, as they increase with scale. Thus, we use reference runs that measure the time spent for the loop in Figure 9 . At the same time, our timing measurement must completely include our asynchronous correctness analysis that may still run when the application calls MPI_Finalize. Thus, our measurements for the tool runs include the time spent for the correctness analysis, as well as tool initialization and shutdown. The efficiency of the distributed correctness scheme from Section 5 depends on the fan-in, i.e., the number of child nodes that a TBON node handles. As an example, the layouts in Figure 4 use a fan-in of 2 on all nodes. We use fanins of 4, 8, and 11 for our measurements (across all layers). Low fan-ins of 4 and 8 use a noticeable amount of extra compute resources and target low overheads. With a fan-in of 11 we use exactly one tool process per compute node-12 cores per node-to support a communication scheme that includes an application crash-handling scheme [9] . This communication scheme uses shared memory communication between the application processes and the first level of tool processes. We scale the synthetic stress test from 16 to 4,096 application processes, which is the largest job size that we can submit during production operation.
For our implementation, Figure 10 presents the slowdown as the ratio between runtime with the tool and reference runtime, e.g., a slowdown of 2 indicates that the tool doubles the runtime of the kernel. We use runtimes that exclude MPI initialization and that include the asynchronous tool analysis. As the communication patterns in Figure 4 illustrate, runtime deadlock detection requires both additional tool communication, as well as synchronization within the tool. We present both the overhead without deadlock detection in Figure 10 (a) (but with all other correctness analyses) and the tool overhead with deadlock detection enabled in Figure 10(b) .
For all configurations, a lower fan-in provides lower tool overheads. This underlines the capability of our approach to better distribute the analysis load with lower fan-ins. Further, overheads without deadlock detection are lower than with deadlock detection. The extra communication events with deadlock detection cause part of this overhead, but the primary overhead source is the tool internal communication for the collective-ready and the synchronization with the acknowledge broadcast. For this stress test, our distributed analysis handles increased application scale well. Tool slowdown even decreases across scale, which is a result of increasing reference runtimes. For 16 processes we measure a The synthetic kernel exhibits a high number of latency sensitive MPI operations. More realistic applications include communication in their MPI operations, as well as a runtime fraction spent for computation. We use NBCbench 5 to evaluate the impact of the actual communication payload. As we illustrated in Sections 4 and 5, our correctness analyses does not needs to communicate the actual payload of an MPI operation, but rather uses events whose size depends on the operation type only. Thus, our overhead should remain about constant across different payload sizes, i.e., slowdown should decrease. We use message sizes from 4 to 65,536 bytes to validate this assumption for four different types of nonblocking operations: MPI_Ireduce, MPI_Ibcast, MPI_Igather, and MPI_Ialltoall. We choose these collectives since they incur increasing overall payloads. With message size b, an efficient implementation of MPI_Ireduce and MPI_Ibcast will only communicate O(b) bytes per process. For MPI_Igather the root process has to receive O(p · b) bytes for p processes. And for MPI_Ialltoall, each process has to both send and receive O(p · b) bytes.
NBCbench executes individual collectives for specific message sizes in a loop and reports an average runtime for each nonblocking communication and its completion (t {NBC} value from the benchmark report). Figure 11 compares this 5 We ported the provided version of the benchmark to use MPI-3 nonblocking collectives rather than libNBC, which provided nonblocking collectives before the MPI standard included them. average runtime for a reference run, our implementation without deadlock detection, and our implementation with deadlock detection. We execute the benchmark with 64 application processes and configure our tool with a fan-in of 4. We again observe that our correctness analysis invokes a visible runtime overhead and that deadlock detection noticeably increases this overhead. For MPI_Ireduce, Figure 11 (a) supports our intuition that tool overhead is largely independent from the communication load. While tool overhead is visible for small payloads, the average runtime per operation is dominated by the handling of larger payloads. For these payloads tool slowdown is minimal. We see a similar behavior for the other collectives in Figures 11(b) , 11(c), and 11(d). The increased overall payload for MPI_Igather and MPI_Ialltoall marginalizes tool overhead even more quickly, e.g., for a communication intensive collective such as MPI_Ialltoall, the tool overhead is marginal for small messages already.
CONCLUSIONS
We summarize the types of usage errors that apply to MPI nonblocking collectives. To support application developers in the efficient removal of such errors, we devise, implement, and evaluate novel runtime correctness analyses to detect them. We pay particular attention to complex and hard to detect errors in the use of communication buffers, as well as for deadlocks that involve nonblocking collectives. We apply and extend an existing distributed correctness scheme, a distributed transition system, and a wait-for graph construction to efficiently handle nonblocking operations. This enables consistency analysis, type matching, deadlock detection, and deadlock visualization. Our design and implementation avoids scalability bottlenecks and targets a tool that is applicable at scale. We evaluate the scalability of our tool with a synthetic stress test at up to 4,096 application processes. Without deadlock detection, tool slowdown is as low as 1.44 at this scale. With deadlock detection, tool overhead is more noticeable with a slowdown of 5.38. Our scaling study highlights that tool overhead does not increase with scale. We then evaluate the impact of communication payloads to highlight that our tool overhead is largely independent from this factor. Thus, for real world applications that spend large fractions of their runtime in computation or that communicate larger payloads, we expect much lower tool overheads as in our stress test.
